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College a breeze for some
Classes too easy for students with ‘slowly eroding’ abilities
By TARVER MATHISON
Staff Writer

With notebook, note cards
and textbook in front of him,
senior Shyam Thapa looked
busy.
Hidden in a secluded study
room, Thapa, a biotech major,
clearly had a heavy workload
before him. Yet, Thapa wasn’t
deterred. In fact, he wanted
more.
“It’s always a great difficulty, maintaining a healthy balance in college,” Thapa said.
“But personally, I would like
to see more challenge.”

While some students cringe
at the thought, English professor Gary Litt agrees that more
should be done to challenge
today’s students.
“Students often avoid the
difficult and challenging classes to protect their GPAs,” Litt
said. “(This has) become more
important than being challenged to the extent of their
abilities and talents.”
Litt, who has taught at the
university level for nearly 45
years, attests to the changes
he has seen throughout the
years.
“I used to assign more diffi-

cult works,” he said. “Students’
reading abilities and critical
capabilities have been slowly
eroding.”
While Litt feels there has
always been a handful of students who challenge themselves and the teacher, he
feels that certain life aspects—
such as jobs, the Internet and
socializing—have blunted
students’ willingness to be
challenged.
Yet, for students like senior
Jessica Affeldt, these very
aspects serve to make college
even more challenging.
“With everything else that

Frosty needles

needs to be done, it’s difficult
knowing how to allot your
time,” Affeldt said.
While taking only six credits due to financial reasons,
Affeldt feels time management and increasing tuition
prove to be college’s greatest
challenges. “Money is the big
issue for me,” she said. “If I
didn’t have to worry about
finances, school would be
much more tolerable.”
For other students, the challenges arise from the unique
aspects of their vocations.

Staff Writer

Intelligence is not the problem. It’s a lack of time management and an unwillingness to
participate.
That’s the overall verdict
when it comes to student troubles at the university level,
according to career specialist
Diane Wolter and director of
academic support programs
Janet Haak Aarness.
Students who poorly organize themselves or who
expect others to do work for
them are not putting themselves in a good position to
succeed on the academic or
social front, Wolter and Haak
Aarness said.

preparation, page 4

At center, education forms meet
By LEE MORRIS
Editor

This classroom has turquoise walls, an underwater
mural on one, and a set of
tables run through the room’s
center, spanning most of its
length.
At the far end of those
tables, she sits, wearing a pink
T-shirt and a silver necklace,
silver earrings, her hair in a
ponytail tied toward the high
end of the back of her head.
“I want to study journalism,” she said. “All I wanna
do is write.”
Her name is Audreai
Stevens; she is a senior at Red
River Area Learning Center.
The students who come to this
south Moorhead school do
so because they meet one of

13 criteria listed by the state,
including homelessness and
chemical dependency.
“I’m not a troubled student,” Stevens said. “I just
chose to come here. Like, I get
distracted a lot if I’m around
a whole bunch of students.
So, I just decided to come to
here because it’s a smaller
school.”
And here, where on this
day only five students are in
class, Stevens gets attention
from four MSUM education
majors—who help the students make a yearbook, calendar and newspaper for the
school. Stevens said it is this
class that made her decide to
pursue journalism in college.
“It empowers them,” said
Steven Grineski, an education
professor who started work-

ing with RRALC six years ago.
Grineski goes to the center
two mornings a week to help
the students with their proj-
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Prepare
to fail
By ANN MARIE STEWART

cary knudson / the advocate

RA shares memories
of serving
with Air Force
in Asia, Europe

difficulty, page 4

Poor planning
hurts experience

The snow on a tree outside Nemzek shows winter’s returning effects this weekend. More than five inches of the white stuff fell, and another half-inch on Monday and Tuesday. More is expected this week.

Student veteran

ects, along with their teacher,
Brad Hawkins.

In my day ...
Easiness of courses
a problem facing
students, faculty,
entire college system
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The bearded man
Students start
improv group,
comedy gets
kind of hairy

A&E, page 8

class, back page

Wrinkly fingers

angie schneider / the advocate

John Greene, a senior at Red River Area Learning Center, studies graffiti on a trip to campus last Friday with the help of MSUM
education majors.

Swimming team
writes history
with number
of school records

Sports, page 12
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Eating
it up

cary knudson / the advocate

DragonFrost—a weeklong, yearly celebration—took place
last week. Activities included an ice cream social in the cold,
as evidenced by sophomore Ann Mambo, left; a chili feed on
Wednesday, with senior Logan Oscarson and junior Kristy
Fedde serving senior Jay Johnson, below; an office-decorating
competition; and was topped off by the President’s Ball on
Saturday in the CMU.

angie schneider / the advocate

jennifer hilbrands / the advocate

Students Heidi Mingo, Jeff Meyer and Jed Dahnke, from left, tally
scores at the trivia challenge in the CMU Main Lounge on Feb. 19.

cary knudson / the advocate

jennifer hilbrands / the advocate

Left: Senior Joe Rapp styles his ’70s formal wear on the catwalk at the second annual Mr. MSUM competition on Feb. 20. Right: Senior Kayla Knudson serves up some
frozen goodness at the One-Ton Sundae on the Campus Mall on Feb. 22.
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Security
Report
2.21-2.27

2.21 Vandalism in South Snarr
Theft in Ballard
Elevator in West Snarr
Vandalism off-campus
Alarm in Campus Security
House
2.22 Property damage in Weld
911 call in Owens
Elevator emergency in
Hagen
Agency assist in Ballard
2.23 Welfare check in CMU
Fire Dept. response to
Dahl
911 in Bridges
Vandalism in Livingston
Lord Library
2.24 Agency assist in CMU
Agency assist in Post
Office
Disorderly person in
Nemzek
2.25 Damage in Center for
Business
Property damage in Lot E
Suspicious activity in East
Snarr
Suspicious activity in
Holmquist
Alcohol offenses in residential area
2.26 Theft in Nemzek
Vandalism in Lot E
Vandalism in East Snarr
911 in the Center for Arts
911 hang-up at alumni
house
2.27 Fire alarm in maintenance
building
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Australia trip
available

Anyone interested in learning more about studying
abroad at the University of the
Sunshine Coast in Australia is
invited to attend an information session at 11 a.m. Friday
in CB 208A.
Professor Pamela Dyer,
dean of arts and social sciences at USC, will be visiting
campus and will talk about
their programs, including the
availability of interships in
Australia. For more information, check with International
Programs Frick 151, (218) 4772956 (www.mnstate.edu/intl).

Committees need
student reps

Bored? Get involved on campus! There are many committees on campus that need student representation. You could
make a difference and make
real changes to our campus.
Some of the committees
in need of representation are
the Student Organizational
Advisory Committee, Student
Tech Fee Review Committee,
Women’s Center Committee,
Calendar Committee, Student
Activities Budget Committee,
Student Academic Conference
and more.
For more information
about becoming a member,
contact the Committee On
Committees at studappl@
mnstate.edu or apply online
at www.mnstate.edu/stusen.

Event needs
volunteers

Volunteers are needed to
set up and help assist with
other activities March 23 for
the Celebration of Nations.
Volunteers will receive a gift
for their help.
If you are interested please
e-mail Kris at anderskr@
mnstate.edu.

APAC will meet
on Tuesday

The
Academic
Policy
Advisory Council will meet at
3 p.m. Tuesday in CMU 101.

Nepali Culture Night
in CMU

The third annual Nepali
Culture Night is scheduled
for Saturday in the CMU ballroom.
Doors open at 4:30 p.m.
Food coverage is $8 per person (with Tri-College ID) or
$10 per person without ID.
Special attractions include
henna tattoos, a silent auction
and Nepalese food.
All proceeds will be donated to the nonprofit organization Future Funds.
Future Funds is dedicated to
making education and learning accessible to an underprivileged section of Nepal.
Tickets are available for purchase from the International
Programs Office, which is in
Frick 151.
Let’s show support of our
Nepali Student Organization.

Jon lambert / the advocate

Campus Crusade meets at 8 p.m. Thursday nights in King Hall. Here, a small group plays music for
those in attendance.

Credit opportunity
offered

There will be a face-to-face
evaluation to earn credit for
prior learning in speech communication, CMST 100 on
March 31 in the Center for the
Arts.
Students must have earned
at least 16 MSUM credits with
a GPA of at least 2.0 or higher to qualify. An application
that includes documentation
of public speaking experience
plus an evaluation fee of $75
is required to be submitted to
Continuing Studies by March
9.
Students may also contact
the Continuing Studies office
to obtain the application form
or for suggestions on how
to validate their experience.
Contact Continuing Studies
at contstdy@mnstate or (218)
477-5862 with any questions.

All-USA academic
team honored

Thirty-three two-year college students who make up
the All-Minnesota Academic
Team were honored today
at Best Buy Corporate in
Richfield, Minn.
The students are the
state’s nominees for the AllUSA Academic Team for
Community, Technical and
Junior College Students, a program sponsored annually by
Phi Theta Kappa, an international honor society for twoyear colleges, USA Today and
the American Association of
Community Colleges.
State academic teams were
introduced in 1994 to provide
scholarships and scholastic recognition to Phi Theta
Kappa members. The 33 students range in age from 18
to 52.
All of the students attend
one of the 25 community and
technical colleges, which have
more than 100,000 students in
the Minnesota State Colleges
and Universities system.

Take the Lead!
targets leadership

There will be a Take the
Lead! session on assertiveness
and leadership training on at 3
p.m. Monday in CMU 208.
Come and learn how to
become more assertive. The
presenter will explain thedifferences between passive,
assertive and aggressive leadership and the reasons why
assertive leadership is much
better than the other two. The
presenter is Deb Deminck,
counselor with the MSUM
Counseling and Personal
Growth Center.

Want to become
a student senator?

Would you like to make an
impact on your campus? All
you need to do is run for
student senate. Filing for student senate begins at 8 a.m.
Monday and closes at 4:30
p.m. March 23. Elections will
be held April 17 and 18.
To file, go to www.mnstate.
edu/stusen, or if you have
any questions, feel free to stop
by the senate office in CMU
116B.

Be a Dragon
Ambassador

Are you looking for a
unique student leadership
opportunity on campus? Then
apply to become a Dragon
Ambassador!
Dragon Ambassadors are student leaders who volunteer at
many different functions on
and off campus like alumni
events, non-profit community
events, and commencement.
It’s a great way to gain leadership experience and give back
to the MSUM community. If
interested in applying, you can
pick up an application in the
Admissions Office in Owens
at the Compass in the CMU, or
print one off online at www.
mnstate.edu/ambassadors.
The application deadline
is March 8. If you have any
questions contact Mark Proulx
at 477-2162 or proulxma@
mnstate.edu

College Singers
to perform

The College Singers, a
Providence College Fine Arts
Ministry team, will make
an impact on the community with a positive message
as they express their faith
through the arts at the First
Presbyterian Church, 2900 5th
St. S., Moorhead, on March
10.
The Providence College
Singers have distinguished
themselves at the Winnipeg
Music Festival several times.
In Manitoba, they have been
chosen as the featured guest
choir for Choralfest Manitoba
and Provincial Honors Choir
final concerts.
Providence
College
and
Seminary, located in
Otterburne, Manitoba, is an
accredited, interdenominational, multi-cultural, Christian
institution that offers university level degrees in biblical
and theological studies, general arts, social sciences and
performing arts.

Diversity week
has contest

Student senate invites your
department, office or residence hall front desk to compete in the MSUM diversity
week office decorating contest
March 19 through 24.
Offices will be judged on
the following criteria: school
spirit, accurate representation
of a country, diversity week
theme (equality and acceptance), creativity, uniqueness
and effort.
Offices must be registered
by 5 p.m. March 9 in order
to compete. Registration is
online at www.mnstate.edu/
campuslife/diversityweek/
officedesign.html.
Contact MSUM student senate in CMU 116B or (218) 4772150 with any questions.
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Nepali night features culture

Saturday event includes tattooing, dancing and music
By SHAILIZA MANANDHAR
Copy Editor

During the weekends, the
second floor of the CMU fills
with music unfamiliar to
American ears.
Any curious ear may want
to eavesdrop through the
wooden door that separates
the hallway and the meeting
room. Inside, one discovers
Nepalese students rehearsing to get their steps correct
amidst a folk song playing in
the background.
“It’s a traditional dance
that reflects our culture,” said
Kishore Devkota, one of the
participants of the event who
is performing a couple of folk
Nepali dances.
All the effort being put in for
the first event organized by the
Nepali Students Association
takes place on Saturday and
goes by the name Nepal Yatra:
A Journey.
“We started (preparation)
at the end of the last semester, but the practice began at
the beginning of this month,”
Devkota said. “It’s been a slow
start but picking up rapidly. …
Looking at the enthusiasm of

the people, I think the show
will be a great success.”
Kishore is not the only one
hoping for the best, but the
president of NSA, Tenzing
Sherpa, is equally active and
positive about the event.
“Our constitution still hasn’t
been approved; I’m hoping
to get it done by the end of
this semester,” Sherpa said.
“That’s why, to put up this
show this year, we are collaborating with the international
students club since we are still
a pending organization.”
Another member of this
organization, Ajay Mishra,
is taking care of the overall
aspect of the event including

preparation, from front
With the university offering
“One of the primary objecso many tools and opportuni- tives for students leaving for
ties to students, it’s not a place college is differentiating and
to feel sheepish.
achieving autonomy, and say“Some are just overwhelmed ing, ‘Okay, I’m leaving where
by the number of things that I came from and my place of
are offered to them,” Wolter origin and establishing myself
said. “They go
and my new
One of the primary
objectives for students i d e n t i t y, ’ ”
to DragonFest
leaving for college is Wolter said.
and are like,
differentiating
and achieving
‘Oh, my God,
Students
autonomy, and saying, ‘Okay, I’m
there’s
so
can
benleaving where I came from and my
much to do
efit
from
any
place of origin and establishing
here.’ A lot of
number
of
myself and my new identity.’
it is breaking
clubs
and
Diane Wolter
away
from
projects the
MSUM
career
services specialist university has
your
home
environment and establish- to offer, especially within their
ing yourself as a whole new chosen field.
you.”
When students get involved,
For those students who feel they get to know faculty and
rushed or who just don’t know students who have the same
where to start, setting up a study interests as they do and can
schedule and utilizing the vari- offer fresh ideas. Likely, stuous student study programs at dents will find help there
the university will make the even as they are struggling
difference in their GPA and through projects and hometheir level of confidence.
work assignments.

“

stage decorations and a henna
tattoo section.
He said the group is trying to decorate the set on
their own instead of asking
someone else to do it, to save
money.
For the background of
the stage, the theme mainly
revolves around the Nepalese
flag, with the colors blue and
red.
“Red color defines bravery and blue defines peace,”
said Mishra. “(The flag is) in a
shape of two triangles merged
together. They’ve got the sun
on the lower part of the triangle and the moon at the
upper part.
“The upper part has the
moon as Nepal was first ruled
by the Lunar Dynasty. The
Solar Dynasty came after that,
that’s why the sun is in the
lower triangle.”
Tenzing said they are trying
to do things differently this
time, to create a variation.
“We also have included a
fusion of eastern and western
music as there were a couple
of us interested in trying it
out,” he said.
One of the artists practic“A place where students
sometimes can make a mistake is thinking that getting involved in some way
on campus with an activity
and an interest of theirs will
take away their time and their
attention from their studies,”
Haak Aarness said.
For many, the first year in college can feel like falling from a
plane without a working parachute. No one is guiding them
from class to class and making
sure they are in the library at a
designated time.
The sooner students take
charge and know that they
themselves can succeed, the
sooner they will see that the
chasm really isn’t all that
wide.
No one said college isn’t
tough, but the things worth
having are never easy to
obtain.
Stewart can be reached
at thoughtsandink@gmail.com.

difficulty, from front
“I feel very worked, but
I think it really depends on
the major,” said sophomore
Megan Vik, who is enrolled
in the music department. “As
a music major, you’re thrown
into an entirely new language
without much background.
You get things in each major
that you don’t in any other
major.”
As far as some professors are
concerned, the differences in
the challenging nature of college are more deeply rooted.
“I think it goes back to larger
cultural and historical issues,”

Honors Director Stephen
Hamrick said. “The expensive
lifestyle that some students
want makes them put money
over education. I realize some
don’t have a choice, but a portion is working too much.”
Despite
this
setback,
Hamrick recognizes the potential in students rising to the
challenge.
“If students are pushed
every day to stretch their
minds, many of them are
able to rise to the challenge
of doing that extra work,”
Hamrick said.

While opinions run the
gamut on whether college is
too challenging or not challenging enough, some students, like freshman Renato
Libman, feel MSUM is a good
place for healthy intellectual
growth.
“I think this place makes
a good challenge—it’s been
just right,” Libman said. “I’m
amazed by how everything
is so available. All in all, I
think it’s a very well-equipped
school.”
Mathison can be reached
at inkblotscribe@gmail.com.

ing for fusion is Anil Bhatta.
“It’s a mix of guitar and tabala
(Indian drum); it has a base and
treble,” he said. “I have done a
tabala solo with piano before,
but for me this one is going to
be different, as tabala will be
accompanied with guitar.”
Anil Bhatta and Mallika
Neupane are performing
one
modern dance The event
t o g e t h e r . Nepal Yatra: A
O b s e r v i n g Journey
their practice sessions, Pending Nepalese
student organizaone can easi- tion hosts night
ly figure out on the country’s
the
effort culture.
they’ve been
4:30 p.m. Saturday
putting in.
in CMU Ballroom.
Neupane
e x p e c t s $8 for students
people
to with ID. $10 for
general public.
witness this
event and appreciate their
hard work.
“We participated last year
as well, had lots of fun,” she
said. “This year, too, we are
practicing a lot, more than ten
hours in weekends. All the
songs we are dancing in reflect
our culture, so I hope people
will enjoy this event.”

Besides all the dances, songs,
plays and presentations, there
is also a henna tattoo session.
“I’m looking at the henna
section,”
Mishra
said.
“Looking at different sites so
that I could find a moderate
amount of henna in a moderate price that we can afford.”
A silent art auction is another main attraction they have.
Sherpa said: “At the end of
the last semester some of the
Nepalese students had been to
Kathmandu, (Nepal’s capital),
who managed to bring some
Nepali handicrafts. People
have been very cooperative.
They’ve been choreographing
the songs they are dancing
in. … I really appreciate their
commitment to NSA.”
All proceeds will be donated to an organization based in
Kathmandu known as Future
Funds.
Nepal Yatra: A Journey will
be at 4:30 p.m. Saturday in the
CMU Ballroom. Entrance is
free, and cost for dinner is $8
with a Tri-College ID, or $10
per person.
Manandhar can be reached
at shailzam@msn.com.
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Student veteran shares his experience
Resident assistant was stationed in North Korea, Germany, Iraq
By BEN SAILER
Features Editor

A college dormitory isn’t the
first place one might expect to
find a war veteran.
However,
27-year-old
MSUM student and Advocate
staff writer Ryan Jacobs is not
only an Air Force vet who
served in Iraq, he’s also an
RA on the first floor of South
Snarr.
Jacobs initially joined the
military for the opportunity
to travel around the world.
However, after spending
six years in the armed forces, Jacobs was unable to be
stationed overseas when he
developed asthma while stationed in Iraq.
“When I joined the military,
my whole premise, or one of
my reasons for joining, was to
go see the world,” Jacobs said.
“If I would have stayed in the
military and done 20 years as
a career, it wouldn’t have mattered because I would have
been stuck at one stateside
base.”
This turn of events led
Jacobs to leave the military
and return to school. He is
now pursuing two majors
in both political science and
international business, which
he feels are closely related.
While such fields may seem
like a far cry from his former
job as a vehicle maintenance
technician, Jacobs feels both
are tied into his personal experiences in Iraq.
Jacobs is one of many students in the U.S. who has
re-integrated into college life
since leaving the service. Les
Bakke, who works with the
Office of Veterans Affairs, said
150 to 155 students currently
receive VA benefits. MSUM
also has a Veterans Re-inte-

submittED photo

Jacobs is shown here playing cards and enjoying a drink with friends while stationed overseas in Germany. He said one of the main
reasons he enlisted in the Air Force was for the opportunity to travel.

gration Program, which helps
veterans adjust themselves
to civilian life following their
military service.
“There’s a huge network
of veterans services over at
the Fargo VA (Veterans Affairs
office),” Jacobs said. Still, he
said he has faced some difficulties coming to college
following his time in the Air
Force.
“I miss it terribly,” Jacobs
said. “You’re not really serving your country anymore.”

While MSUM offers help
for veterans, as does the local
community, Jacobs has found
the local job market to be
somewhat discriminatory.
Upon leaving the service,
Jacobs grew a beard and long
hair. This newly found carefree
appearance, however, belies
his disciplined and hardworking nature.
“I’m getting discriminated
against in the Fargo-Moorhead
area,” Jacobs said. “Nobody
wants to hire me because they

SUBMITTED photo

Here, Jacobs is in uniform in the demilitarized zone along the border between North and South Korea.
The demilitarized zone, or DMZ, is the world’s most fortified border.

think I’m a dirt bag hippie, his experience in the military
and I’m like, ‘I used to be a he has gained a greater sense of
staff sergeant, you know?’”
discipline, the ability to multiAnother problem many task, and improved leaderreturning vets
ship qualities.
A lot of these guys that These are all
are faced with
are going to be coming skills he has
upon leaving
back to Moorhead, Army National
the military that
been able to
Guardsmen, people really need to
Jacobs touched keep a close eye on them because carry over into
upon is Post PTSD is a very real thing, and so is his job as a
Tr a u m a t i c
resident assisanger and depression.
Stress Disorder,
tant.
Ryan Jacobs
a
condition
“It’s
just
MSUM student and Iraq war veteran
often caused
innumerable
speaking about area troops
by seeing or
the stuff that
returning from Iraq
experiencing a
you
learn,”
life threatening
Jacobs said. “If
situation. PTSD is a largely you do two years, four years,
invisible problem on campus or six years like I did, it really
as there is no way of knowing makes you grow up.”
who may be dealing with it.
For students who may be
It’s an issue Jacobs has strug- considering entering the sergled with himself, and one vice themselves, Jacobs sughe feels may not be receiving gests going into the military
enough attention.
full-time as opposed to join“There are some downsides ing the National Guard or
to being in the military people Reserves.
need to be aware of,” Jacobs
“I do recommend going
said. “A lot of these guys that active-duty,” Jacobs said, sugare going to be coming back gesting this option is the best
to Moorhead, Army National way to give the military your
Guardsmen, people really fullest commitment.
need to keep a close eye on
If you or someone you know
them because PTSD is a very is suffering from PTSD, please
real thing, and so is anger and contact the Counseling Center
depression.”
at (218) 477-2227 or visit their
However, he also said he office in Bridges 260.
has gained a great deal from
his time spent in the military.
Much of his tuition is paid for
through the GI Bill, and he
also receives benefits for being
a disabled veteran due to his
asthma.
Beyond monetary compenSailer can be reached
sation, Jacobs said because of
at sailerbe@mnstate.edu

“
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Advocate editorial board
Lee Morris
Editor

Alyssa Schafer
Opinion Editor

Uniformity
fails to justify
mediocrity
in higher ed

Remember grade school worksheets? The ones with
word searches and crossword puzzles that took about
15 minutes of “homework time” to complete?
Well, in college there aren’t any more word searches.
You spend hours on your homework, or maybe weeks.
The coursework is time consuming.
But is the work challenging? Are you expanding your
knowledge?
You come to college with a lot of knowledge. A university’s job is to mold that knowledge into a marketable
skill that can be applied to your future.
So, does your life goal involve a Scantron sheet and
a No. 2 pencil? Regurgitating fast facts isn’t going to
impress anyone if you can’t articulate those tidbits
into a sentence.
Many students view colleges and universities as degree
factories that send one student after another down the
education assembly line, charging a standard rate—
shipping not included.
If they put in four years, they expect a degree.
The MSUM Honors Program offers a unique learning
experience that avoids the mediocrity of Scantrons and
take-home tests.
Its intro course, the Honors Colloquium, offers students an academically stimulating environment. Or
at least it did until Dragon Core took over. Time will
tell whether the unique education the Colloquium is
famous for thrives under the Core’s new criteria.
Unlike the rest of the classes offered at MSUM, the
Colloquium has no tests or projects. There is no final
exam. Students are simply asked to participate in class
discussion and read the recommended texts.
They are handed a list of novels and nonfiction books
that most students would yawn at, and yet they read.
Each week they read, or at least skim, the assignment
and bring their insights and opinions to class. Then,
they journal their thoughts.
This is education in its purest form. Students don’t
have to be held accountable for their knowledge. They
simply share it.
This course requires a level of trust that the university
cannot—or will not—give its students. Policy says
there must be a syllabus, there must be some way of
tracking progress and there must be a final exam.
Mediocrity … here we come.

Letters to the Editor

English professor praises
Dragon Core for new class
For the first time in years, I
am teaching first-year students,
this time in a critical/multicultural thinking course, Cultural
Perspectives in Literature. In
this new class, I have seen that
the fit between critical thinking and multicultural thinking
is natural! What could show
lack of critical thinking better
than stereotypes about ethnic
groups?
It’s exciting to hear my students analyze arguments for
assumptions, evidence, tone
and other elements of criti-

cal thinking. We are in good
hands with this new class of
MSUM thinkers.
My first-year students recognize the false analogies in
essays about smokers’ rights
and civil rights, for example. They point out that one
chooses to smoke; one doesn’t
choose one’s skin color or the
racist reactions of our society.
My students show me every
day that they “get” the connection between critical thinking and our multicultural
future. We should celebrate

the wisdom of the folks who
developed the critical/multicultural thinking component
of the Dragon Core. I leave
each class with these first-year
students confident that they
will be able thinkers who can
challenge racist assumptions.
So, thanks to those who formulated the critical/multicultural element of the Dragon
Core. You did well.

Undoubtedly, your readers know firsthand about the
challenges of rapidly rising
tuition costs. As a father of one
college student, with another
one waiting in the wings, I am
also familiar with the rising
cost of higher education. At
a time of rapidly increasing
global competition, it is more
critical than ever that we provide students the opportunity
to pursue higher education at
an affordable cost.
During my time in the
Senate, I have been a consistent advocate of raising the
maximum Pell Grant award
available to college students
and their families in order to
provide additional resources
in financing higher education.
I have offered and voted for
several amendments over the
years, and in October of last
year I joined colleagues from

both sides of the political aisle
in writing to President Bush
to request an increase in the
maximum Pell Grant award.
I am excited to announce
the president has heeded those
calls by proposing an increase
in the Pell Grant maximum
award in his budget proposal announced this week.
The president’s budget for
fiscal year 2008 would raise
the maximum award from
the current level of $4,050 to
$4,600, and would ultimately
raise that amount to $5,400
over the course of five years.
While Pell Grant awards represent just one piece of the
battle against rising tuition,
an increase of over $1,300 per
student will certainly have an
extremely positive impact on
Minnesotans pursuing higher education. Additionally,
I expect the Senate to soon

take up legislation that would
immediately increase maximum awards by $260, which
I also support.
While neither of these proposals has yet become law, I
am very encouraged by the
growing bipartisan consensus for a significant increase
in Pell Grant funding. Rest
assured, I will continue to
do all that I can to push this
increase forward in order to
help lessen the burden of rising tuition costs on Minnesota
students and their families.
As is the case with any issue,
I invite students to contact me
with any concerns or suggestions as we look for ways to
make higher education more
affordable.

Hazel Retzlaff,
English Department

Pell Grants slated for $1,300 increase

Sen. Norm Coleman,
R-Minn.

The opinions expressed in The Advocate are not necessarily those of the college
administration, faculty or student body. The Advocate encourages Letters to the
Editor and Your Turn submissions. They should be typed and must include the
writer’s name, signature, address, phone number, year in school or occupation
and any affiliations. Letters are due by 5 p.m. Monday and can be sent to
MSUM Box 130,
dropped off in The Advocate office
or e-mailed to advocate@mnstate.edu.
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Stay warm and drive with common sense
It seems that winter has
once again reared its ugly
head. And for those of you
who don’t have stellar driving records, I thought I might
bring a few tips to the table for
winter driving.
First off, a splendid idea
would be to slow down in
the first place. People who
drive crazy fast in the type of
weather we had this weekend should be slapped. Yeah,
slapped. Why? Not only
because they endanger their
own lives and the lives of others, but also because I think all
public health threats should
be slapped. If it’s icy and visibility is low, wouldn’t it be

a good plan to stay in for
the night anyway? You can go
catch up on paperwork at the
office any night.
Second, if you live up here
and don’t have a winter survival kit in your car, get in line
with the fast drivers. At the
very least, you should have
a crumbly granola bar and a
bottle of tepid water rolling
around in your trunk. One of

my teachers once
told me that it
was a good idea
to keep a really
old nasty candy
bar in your car,
the kind that
had been melted
and frozen and
remelted and refrozen over
years of expired shelf life, so
you would only eat it when
you became truly desperate.
The best type of survival kit
would include a flashlight
with working batteries, a blanket, some emergency flares, a
liter bottle fresh water, a first
aid kit, granola bars, boots
and maybe even snowpants

to stay warm in if you must
venture up to the road.
Technology may save your
life in a situation like this.
Calling a friend or relative—
or tow truck—is key to getting out of this jam. Carrying
your cell is a given, but a
smart investment would be
a car charger, even though
they supposedly “drain your
battery’s life in the long run.”
Whatever, Verizon.
Lastly, even though it’s been
disproved many times, some
people still believe the old
adage, “A shot of brandy
will warm you right up!” We
all know that having an open
bottle in your car is illegal, but

in addition to that, you could
get a DUI for sitting in your
ditched car and drinking. And
if the above evidence wasn’t
enough to convince you not
to pass the time with booze,
consider the fact that drinking
alcohol contributes to lowering your body temperature,
even though it burns going
down.
Follow my simple and foolproof tips—and don’t leave
your car running while you’re
in the ditch—and you should
pull through this winter driving just fine.
Road rage?
E-mail Kveno
at kvenosa@mnstate.edu.

School is a
full-time job

Most students are overworked

Say it properly: Not M-SUM
M-S-U-M. Home of the
Dragons.
Or is it M-SUM? Home of
the pronunciation-impaired?
Starting classes this semester, I acquired a couple new
professors who refer, without
stammer, to Minnesota State
University Moorhead as “MSUM.”
I asked this paper’s adviser
whether he’d ever heard such
a pronunciation of this school’s
name, formerly Moorhead
State University or “Moorhead
State” before 2000.
He kind of frowned, like he
does when he’s irritated, and
said, “Yeah.” He had heard
someone in chemistry say the
same thing, and it made him
kind of confused. Poor guy.
He also said it’s annoying;
and I agree.

After all, making a word out
of the shortened version of a
university’s name could have
some silly results.
NDSU, for instance, would
take on an Asian-like enunciation. “N-DSU.”
The University of North
Dakota would be known
through the vocalization of
one hard grunt.
Though, this school’s had
many name changes—in its
earlier days it was known simply as “Moorhead Normal.”
I still say I’m from Moorhead
State sometimes if I’m interviewing someone in the com-

munity, since it’s easier to recognize for people who have
lived here all their lives.
At the time of the most
recent name switcheroo—made
because “Minnesota” was
thought to be more recognizable than “Moorhead”—alumni didn’t put up too much of a
fight, and it was mostly a quiet
transition, according to M-SUM
spokesman Doug Hamilton.
Hamilton did say, and fortunately so, that we’re probably
at the final form of the name
for the university.
And, as much as that makes
me glad, I hope people can
spell this out: M-S-U-M. The
way “MSUM” should be pronounced.
Are you pronunciation-impaired?
E-mail Morris
at morrisle@mnstate.edu.

I know a lot of students here at MSUM who work long hours
each week while also going to school. Although going to school
is in itself a full-time job, life is expensive and just about all of
us here need to work to support ourselves.
Some people really do have to work bitterly long hours in
order to afford to be in school, and for them I have a great deal
of empathy. However, what I don’t understand is why some
people work ridiculously long hours at low-paying part time
jobs when they don’t necessarily need to.
If we are expected to be in class, studying, or doing homework about 30 hours a week, working more than 10 to 20 hours
a week and still managing to be a successful student hardly
seems possible. It’s simply more stress than any college-age
student needs to try to deal with.
Maybe some people are able to make it work, but I can hardly
imagine how. I tried working 25 hours a week at a grocery store
last school year and it was a disaster. The extra cash in my bank
account was nice, but I was no longer focused on my schoolwork. It took me a long time to realize just how backwards my
priorities had become.
I work far fewer hours now than I once did and, even though
I’m fortunate enough to actually enjoy my work these days, I’m
still so stressed out with school I want to rip my hair out.
We are all paying far too much money on our college education to be wasting all our time here slaving at dead-end jobs that
will ultimately take us nowhere. Being able to support yourself
with a part-time job is great, but be careful not to work yourself
to death.
Overworked? E-mail Sailer at sailerbe@mnstate.edu.
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A tidal wave of hilarity hits campus

On-campus improv group The Bearded Men bring students’ vision to life

greg locnikar / the advocate

Members of The Bearded Men perform one of their improv skits for audiences Feb. 10 on Gaede Stage. Between performances, the
seven-member group holds public workshops at 10:30 p.m. every Thursday in the Green Room.
By ASHLEY TABORSKY
Staff Writer

One show. Seven masterminds in the art of improvisation. What’s at the end of this
equation? Amusing off-thecuff comedy and witty repartee bound to steal a laugh from
even the harshest of critics.
The cast, composed of seven
college guys, is as follows:
seniors Matthew Pitner, Joe
Rapp and Traviz Kuntz; junior
Joshua Stenseth; sophomore
Paul Vonasek; and freshmen
Tyler Michaels and Steven

Molony.
The group, who has titled
themselves the Bearded Men,
started in spring 2006. Since
then, the group has had several performances, including
a Christmas show and their
most recent Valentine’s Day
special.
The Bearded Men was originally a vision of three of the
cast members: Pitner, Rapp
and Stenseth. Soon, the sevenman show was put together
carrying the now-popular
name, “The Bearded Men.”
As for the unique name:

“There’s no real meaning
behind it. It’s just catchy,”
Pitner, one of the group’s
founders, said.
The Bearded Men have
come a long way in merely a
year.
“We talked about the idea
of forming an improv group
last spring semester, then in
the fall, we put up a few signs
and started to invite people
who did improv,” Pitner said.
“Only about 10 to 12 people
showed up a week, but we
improved—just got a good
grasp for it, and at one point

we decided we found a good
cast to perform.”
Even though the name the
Bearded Men may sound like
there was a distinct decision
not to cast a female, every
cast member assures that there
was no sexism in the casting
process. “We could’ve cast a
woman, but not that many
showed up for auditions,”
Pitner said. “Our group of
seven guys just worked so
well together. We’re not sexist—it just worked out this
way.”
The group is currently

working on fundraisers. Their
two most recent attempts were
Bearded Salsa and the “Win a
Date with the Bearded Men”
raffle, both of which took
place during the Valentine’s
Day performance.
Salsa is a creative alternative to a traditional bake sale,
and just as much work is put
into the process of making it
as any other food item.
Vonasek spills the secret.
“We take a tomato, shove it
in our beard, and grind it into
salsa,” he said. “Then, we sell
it.”
More ideas for Bearded
fundraisers are in the works.
“I want to see Bearded
Fruit Roll-ups,” Pitner jokingly brainstormed. “Maybe
Bearded lingerie?”
“We could easily get bearded temporary tattoos. You
know—wear them on our
faces,” Molony said.
The Bearded Men “Win
a Date” raffle was the other
already-accomplished fundraiser. “There are too many
people out there who want
to date us. Let’s be honest,”
Pitner said.
As with every great accomplishment, there are rough
patches. Fortunately for the
Bearded Men, comedy is an
excellent way to relieve stress
and tension.
“We probably have had
hard moments, like any group,
but we’re all pretty tough and
have formed tight bonds,”
Rapp said.
Everyone mutually agreed
that their 10:30 p.m. Thursday
workshop nights are some of
their favorite memories.

Improv, back page

Comedian Tim Young finds identity, allure in stand-up
By CHARLES ENGLAR
Staff Writer

Comedian Tim Young will
perform a show at 8 p.m.
Friday in the CMU Ballroom.
Campus Activities Board is
hosting the event.
The event gives students,
faculty and community members a chance to see a nationally known act and a funny
individual.
Young has appeared on
shows such as “The Last
Comic Standing,” “Tough
Crowd with Colin Quinn” and
Comedy Central’s “Premium
Blend.”
The comedian started out
with an interest in acting
before he found the allure of
stand-up.
“I started comedy my senior
year of college. I was studying
acting in college, but comedy
was fun, and I just kept pursuing it, until it eventually
became my job,” Young said.
There were early influences

in Young’s life, such as Steve
Martin and Eddie Murphy,
who raised his interests in
stand up. As a child he didn’t
see stand up as his calling.
Eventually, Young was able
to mold his own identity,
avoiding the pitfalls of following other comedians more
closely than one should.
“When I first started, I

Tim Young

would sort of unconsciously
borrow styles and inflections
from people, but never jokes,”
Young said. “That’s a giant nono in the comedy community.
But after a while I developed
my own voice.”
Young, like most children,
had some form of a parental structure. And like most
children, Young had to deal
with the prospect of introducing a new career idea. But
Young praises the approach of
parents who allowed him to
choose his own way.
“I wasn’t in jail, so they
were pretty hands off with
me,” Young said. “That was
probably good because sensible parents might have discouraged such a career path.
That’s why sensible parents
should be ignored.”
Young has been on the college circuit for nearly 10 years.
He also has extensive experience with comedy clubs and
lounges. He enjoys the rowdiness that a college crowd

“

I have chunks
of material that I
do, but I go off on
tangents depending
on my interactions
with the audience.”
Tim Young
Comedian

can bring to a show, but also
enjoys the intimate energy
and connection that can be felt
in clubs.
Young said that he brings a
certain type of material to college shows, but doesn’t like to
repeat shows at different venues. Instead, he enjoys playing off the crowd and seeing
where it takes him.
“I have chunks of material
that I do, but I go off on tangents depending on my interactions with the crowd. I like
it better that way.
“Performers on a movie
screen can’t see you or talk to
you, unless you’ve done some
serious drugs, so stand-up has
more energy than other types
of performances,” Young said.

It is this type of love for
comedy and shared interaction that makes Young such a
fun and energetic act to see.
“I’ve developed specific
material for college crowds,
based on my college experiences, and it works all over the
country. Even Catholic university students are stealing
silverware and drinking suspiciously colored Gatorade,”
Young said.
Young is a charismatic individual who is worth the time
to check out. He’s done a few
shows here before, and despite
the weather, keeps coming
back.
“The last time I was in
Moorhead, the actual temperature was like 30 below, so if
you could arrange a slightly
warmer reception this time
that would be great,” Young
said.
The event is free and open
to the public.
Englar can be reached
at englrstr9@aol.com.
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Comic movie ‘Ghost Rider’ fails to flame
By MAX HEESCH
Staff Writer

When it comes to movies
based on comic books, there
are always a few things that
can be expected. One thing
expected is a certain degree
of “hokeyness,” and considering the source material, this
would normally be a forgivable offense.
Being
no
different,
“Ghost Rider” is chock full of
it, but to tell the truth, it takes
away what little credibility the
movie had in the first place.
The film was brought to
life by writer/director Mark
Steven Johnson, the guy who
also brought to the screen
another lesser known superhero, Daredevil.
Like “Daredevil,” “Ghost
Rider” has characters that
have suffered before acquiring their powers as well as
top-notch special effects to
make those unbelievable powers believable. What separates
them, however, is story development and memorable characters, and how “Ghost Rider”
lacks these qualities.
“Ghost Rider” begins as
many a comic movie do: with
something bad happening to
the main character as a kid. In
this case, young Johnny Blaze
(Matt Long) must come to
terms with his father’s cancer
while they both perform daring feats in a motorcycle stunt

show. One night, a mysterious
stranger, who turns out to be
the Devil (Peter Fonda) offers
to cure Johnny’s father’s cancer in exchange for Johnny’s
soul.
Johnny agrees and forfeits
his soul. Almost as soon as he
signs the contract, his father
dies in a fiery motorcycle accident. Realizing he has been
duped, Johnny seeks out the
Devil and demands his soul
back. The Devil informs him
that the contract is binding and
that he has plans for Johnny in
the future.
Left all alone, Johnny runs
away, leaving behind the
stunt show and his girlfriend
Roxanne (Eva Mendes).
Fast forward to the present,
where we find older Johnny
(Nicolas Cage) performing
almost ridiculous death-defying stunts for a living. His life
seems to be going well when
Johnny’s old flame (pardon
the pun) Roxanne reappears
as a television reporter trying
to get the scoop on Blaze.
Cue the Devil, who returns
to tell Blaze he must become
the Ghost Rider, a menacing
creature clad in leather biker
gear topped off with a floating
skull surrounded in flame that
serves as the Devil’s bounty
hunter. Blaze is charged with
the task of stopping Blackheart,
the Devil’s son, from trying
to take over the world. If he
does, he gets his soul back,

Submitted photo

Nicholas Cage stars as Johnny Blaze, a man who becomes Ghost Rider after selling his soul to the
Devil (Peter Fonda) in the comic book-turned-movie “Ghost Rider.”

pure and simple.
Yeah, right.
What follows are the relatively pointless escapades of
the Ghost Rider as he learns
to use his powers, what little powers there are that is,
and fights off Blackheart (Wes
Bentley) and his team of mostly harmless henchmen. Along
the way, Johnny meets up with
the Caretaker (Sam Elliott in
a thankless role), who shows
him the ropes and fills him in
on the Devil’s dealings and
Blackheart’s agenda.

MSUM lets ‘Cats’ out of the bag

Eva Mendes’ character
shows up every once in a
while, seemingly as Blaze’s
love interest, but only succeeds in being cleavage that
can talk.
This film tries desperately
to be as successful a franchise
as “Spiderman” or “X-Men,”
but ends up falling flat under
its own aspirations. The main
flaw here is found in the editing. The film boasts way too
many unnecessary flashbacks
and employs the ever-annoying “white flash,” which is

Staff Writer

heather gruenhagen / advocate photo editor

Heesch can be reached
at maxheesch@hotmail.com.

Students use humor, style
in Mr. MSUM competition
By AMY LEARN

Freshman Tyler Michaels plays Mungojerrie in the theatre department’s production of “Cats.” The
musical premiered at 7:30 p.m. Wednesday and runs through Saturday in Hansen Theatre.

used constantly to simulate
Nicolas Cage’s transformation
into the Ghost Rider, when
they should just let the audience see Cage’s head start on
fire.
The only truly effective element of this film is the visual
effects. However, there is only
so much that technology can
do to make a floating, flaming
skull look real.

Seven of MSUM’s finest took
the stage Feb. 12 for the second
annual Mr. MSUM contest. At
the end of the night, James
Bergman beamed after he was
crowned Mr. MSUM.
The contest had four categories: MSUM spirit gear, talent,
formal 70’s wear and interview.
Bergman dazzled the audience early on in the spirit gear
category. He sported a “Kise
Jean” Dragon Frost T-shirt and
a pair of wings that revealed
the word “dragons.”
“The wings thing I thought
would be cool, so I kind of
challenged myself to give it a
try,” Bergman said. “And hey
now I can go base jumping.”
The contestants kept the
audience entertained and
laughing during the talent section of the contest.
Blake Heinz, the CAB-nominated contestant, performed
a little disco dance equipped
with moon walking and lots
of hip action.
Bergman performed a song
he had written. He had the
audience snap to the beat he
set and sang his heart out.
“I was really looking forward to singing in front of

everyone,” Bergman said.
The 70’s style formal wear
gave the contestants a real
chance to humor the judges.
Bell bottoms, blue polyester
suits, gold chains and even
a little fake chest hair were a
few of the styles contestants
used.
“I had a great time, it made
such a big difference that all
of the other guys were in the
same position as me, and we
were just looking to have a
good time,” Bergman said.
All of the contestants were
nominated by either a student
organization or residential
hall. There was a $5 entry fee,
which was combined with the
admission money and donated to the Special Olympics.
The Campus Activity Board
teamed up with Delta Zeta
for the event. Kayla Reynolds,
CAB’s showcase coordinator,
put the event together. As a
member of Delta Zeta, she
said the event was an excellent charity opportunity for
the sorority.
Along with the title,
crown and sash, Bergman
also received a gift card for
25 Dragon dollars.

Learn can be reached
at amyl228@hotmail.com.

Win a Flash Drive and
Other Great Prizes!

Campus Special

$7.99
Voted Best Pizza in Over 100 Markets

Know your reaccreditation
trivia and you could win fun
prizes, including 13 flash drives
to be given away during the
month of February. Watch out
for the roving reaccreditation
team because if they stop you,
and you know the answers to
the reaccreditation questions,
you could be a lucky winner!
What happens during the
reaccreditation visit?
A team of faculty and
administrators from other
colleges will meet with our
faculty, staff and students to
get feedback about MSUM’s
performance in a
variety of areas.
HOW CAN YOU WIN?
Be a smart Dragon and know
what’s going on March 5-7.
It’s “OUR TIME TO SHINE!”

Have a marvelous
day.

Site Visit: March 5 - 7
For more information,
www.mnstate.edu/ncavisit/
Minnesota State University Moorhead is an equal opportunity educator and employer and is a
member of the Minnesota State Colleges and Universities System.

Now Hiring!
PT/FT Telesales
8 a.m.-9 p.m. M-F, & 9 a.m.-5:30 p.m. Sat.
No Cold Calling!
Exp. pref. but not req.
$9-$10/Hour Base Pay
Paid Training, Referral Bonus, Benefits!
Fun, Casual Work Environment!
Apply in person at

2829 S. University Dr. Fargo
(northwest corner of Am. Fam. Ins. Build.)
EOE

www.mnstate.edu/library

Livingston Lord Library
For more information, ask a librarian: 477-2345
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wrestling

Mankato sweeps NCAA Regional

Baker falls in finals but Tubbs and others continue to Nationals
By ANGELA SCHNEIDER
Staff Writer

Inches of wet snow and no
travel advisories did not deter
the teams and fans from coming Sunday to Nemzek for the
NCAA Division II Regional
Championships.
M S U M NCAA
hosted seven Division II
s c h o o l s Regionals
including
M i n n e s o t a The story: MSUM
S t a t e - placed fifth as a
team and quliM a n k a t o , fied six wrestlers
ranked No. 3 for the nationals
in the nation March 9-10.
coming into the championship.
Mankato swept the tournament, winning seven individual titles in the 125, 133, 141,
149, 157, 165 and 285-pound
weight classes. They also
walked away with a team victory, pulling in 146.5 points.
All 10 wrestlers from Mankato
qualified to go to the national
championships.
While Mankato was expect-

ed to be the tournament
powerhouse, MSUM held its
ground. MSUM coach Keenan
Speiss said he felt that his
team gave “overall a good
performance.” MSUM took
fifth place in team standings
with 76 points.
“We wrestled better than
we expected to at four of
the weights,” Speiss said. “If
things go the way they should
here (during finals) we’ll get
six guys in the national tournament.” And they did.
MSUM will be sending
Troy McFarland, Kelly Janke,
Shane Walton, Kyle Trout,
Tyler Tubbs and Nathan Baker
to nationals. Baker and Tubbs
were both nationally ranked
in their weight classes coming
into the meet.
Baker was ranked No. 2 in
the nation after Mankato’s
Andy Pickar, the No. 1 wrestler, in the 165-pound weight
class.
Tubbs, a sophomore from
Chokio, Minn., was ranked
No. 8 in the 174-pound divi-

sion. Tubbs won third place
defeating Tim Matheson of
Mankato and qualified for the
national championship for the
first time.
Despite being young and
new to nationals, Tubbs says
he has not let the pressure get
to his nerves.
“I’m excited,” Tubbs said of
going to nationals. “I’m not
nervous at all. I’m ready to go,
ready to wrestle and see what
I can do.”
Tubbs was not always so
confident. At the championship meet, Tubbs said he
“started off very poorly.” But
as the day drew on, his luck
changed, and Tubbs now has
nationals to prepare for.
In the finals round, all eyes
were on Baker as he wrestled
Pickar for the title in their
weight class. Pickar defeated
Baker five to three, winning
the title. Both will go to nationals in Kearney, Neb., on March
9 and 10.
Schneider can be reached
at scheian@mnstate.edu.

angela schneider / the advocate

Nate Baker battles Andy Pickar to end up in true second place at
the Division II Regional Tournament.

track and field

Women place fourth, men fifth at Indoor
Advocate staff reports
MSUM women placed
fourth and the men fifth at the
Northern Sun Intercollegiate
C o n f e re n c e
Indoor
Championships on Saturday.
The University of Mary captured the women’s title with
166.5 points while the Dragons
totaled 77 points. Wayne
State claimed the men’s title
with 147 points while MSUM
scored 55.
For the Dragons, Ashley
Roemer was first in the 800 at

2:17.49 to break the conference
record.
She also won the pentathlon
with 3,162 points and placed
second in the high jump at
5-5 1⁄4.
Sophomore Jennifer Hensel
was first in the pole vault, 132 1⁄4, and the distance medley
relay team placed first with a
time of 12:34.64 in the women’s events.
“A lot of credit goes to the
coaches to get us competing at
a first and second place level,”

said Hensel, who was named
the NSIC Field Events Athlete
of the Year.
In the men’s competition
junior Derik Brugger was first
in the pole vault, 16-1 1/4.
“My legs weren’t feeling
the greatest, but I was still
able to run through it and
get the win,” said Brugger,
who is making his third trip
to the nationals and currently
ranked No. 2 nationally.
Scott Egeberg second in the
5000, 15:32.41, and the dis-

tance medley relay crew second at 10:31.24. Daniel Fetzer
placed second in the heptathlon staged earlier with 4,780
points.
“You always try and win,
but that’s just not going to
happen every time,” said head
coach Keith Barnier.
Percy Watson improved his
time by four seconds, running
in the 49.52 seconds in the
400 to qualify for nationals
before being disqualified for
stepping on the line.

“We’ve got a lot of bright
spots that we can hang our
head on and focus on the positive and head into the outdoor
season,” Barnier said.
The team has seven weeks
to practice for the outdoor
opener at St. Thomas Invite.
Look forward to more on
MSUM’s four national qualifiers in the Features section
of next week’s issue of The
Advocate.
Contact us
at advocate@mnstate.edu.

Athletic Director forum

Final candidate stresses ‘face time’
Barden and committee set with task of determining new AD
By ROBYN ROHDE
Sports Editor

The last of three finalists
for the athletic director job at
MSUM presented his case on
Monday.
Gregeory Walaitis, an associate athletic director for
developement at Fresno State,
Calif., interviewed in an open

lineup
Today:
MBB at NSIC Tournament
WBB at NSIC Tournament
Friday:
MBB at NSIC Tournament
WBB at NSIC Tournament
Tennis vs. Minnesota-Mankato
7 p.m.

forum at King Hall.
Walaitis claimed he was a
hands on leader bringing up
issues of broadbased exposure
and intergrated approach to
increasing Dragon awareness
in the community.
“I say what I do and I do
what I say,” Walaitis said.
In an attempt to raise the
bar for everyone, the candi-

Saturday:
MBB at NSIC Tournament
WBB at NSIC Tournament
Tennis at Minnesota-Duluth
1 p.m.
Sunday:
MBB at NSIC Tournament
WBB at NSIC Tournament
Tennis at Bemidji State
10 a.m.

date has an action plan to
“encourage, engage and make
stakeholders.”
Walaitis worked in the athletic department at Arizona State
for 12 years before becoming a
director of business development for NASCAR.
“As long as we have a student athlete focus, we will doe
well,” Walaitis said, who has

Tuesday:
Tennis vs. Minnesota-Crookston
1 p.m.
Wednesday:
Tennis vs. North Dakota
Noon
March 9:
Wrestling at NCAA Division II
Nationals
Track at Indoor NCAA Division II

been at Fresno since 2001.
The search committee is
expected to meet at the end of
this week to discuss the benefits and drawbacks of each
candidate. MSUM President
Roland Barden will likely
announce a decision in the
next two weeks, according to
Warren Wiese, vice president
of student affairs.

National Championships
March 10:
Wrestling at NCAA II Nationals
Track at Indoor NCAA Division II
National Championships
March 10-17:
SB at Spring Break Trip
Florida

The one chosen will replace
Alfonso Scandrett Jr., who was
reassigned last July to a teaching position but decided to
take an athletic director position at Lincoln University.
Sylvia Barnier has been acting as the Dragons interim AD
since then.
Rohde can be reached
at rohdero@mnstate.edu.

March 14-16:
March 25:
Swim at NCAA Division II Nationals Golf at Missouri Western Invitational
Tennis vs. Winona State at St. Cloud
March 21:
Tournament
Tennis vs. Mary
8 a.m.
6 p.m.
Tennis vs. SW Minnesota State at St.
Cloud Tournament
March 23:
11 a.m.
Tennis at St. Cloud State
6 p.m.
March 26:
Golf at Missouri Western Invitational

Sports
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column

One plan,

one goal,

one man
By ROBYN ROHDE
Sports Editor

As MSUM is on the brink
of choosing its next athletic
department leader, I feel the
need to contribute my two
cents.
I’ve been present at all of
the open forums for the athletic director position, and let me
just say what’s the deal, yo?
Are these guys really the
cream of the crop of whom
we can expect for one of our
most high-ranking postitions?
MSUM may really be the kid
with the dunce cap in the corner.
Of the less than ideal candidates, it is MSUM President
Roland Barden’s choice. I can
say with a clear conscience
that I am glad not to be him.
But in the end, he must
choose and I shall as well.
Choosing the lesser of three
evils, my vote goes for the last
on the list: Gregory J. Walatis.
His presentation on one
team, one plan, one goal was
intriguing, but Greg, “face
time” will not solve global
warming. So try to answer the
questions next time.
The second speaker, David
Herbster, was my front runner,
but the controversy surrounding him is not what MSUM
needs right now. I am sure he
is a great guy, but with his history do you really want him to
hold your purse while you go
to the restroom?
I beg the committee not to
choose Doug Peters, for the
kid is waaay too cocky. Doug,
if you’re so successful at Valley
City State, then stay there.
In the end I will, as I hope
you all will too, support the
choice of the search committee, consultant group and
Barden with whomever they
decide is worthy.
Before making your decision
I ask you to wonder one thing:
What would your choice be
like as the old man in the rocking chair on the front porch of
our university?
Rohde can be reached
at rohdero@mnstate.edu.
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Swimming and diving

Five more qualify for Nationals
Dragons most school records in history at NCC tourney
By KATIE DIIRO
Staff Writer

Driving to and from the
UND campus might have been
the hardest part of the North
Central Conference meet this
past week as the Dragons easily broke all but one school
record.
Nearly every swimmer
dropped time in their events
as the Dragons finished in
sixth place, five points behind
Minnesota State-Mankato.
The week began on
Wednesday with the 1,000
yard freestyle where freshman
Heather Harris was the top
finisher for MSUM in a recordbreaking swim. Although it
was the only event that took
place that evening, the team
kept at it. After the night session time trials, or point trials
for diving, are optional for
the athletes that want to make
National cuts, break a record,
drop time, or to simply try an
event.
The first night, freshman
diver Sarah Wilker point trialed the three meter diving
event and made it to Nationals
along with breaking the
school record previously set
by Jipson. This is a goal that
Wilker had been striving for
all season, but even more so
once her fellow divers qualified earlier. She wanted a seat
on the airplane to Buffalo,
N.Y., with Jipson and Kerin
Hanson and was rewarded for
her admirable work ethic.
Diving coach Lindsey
Rorman said: “They’ve been
working hard all season. It
was good for them to compete against some really talented divers, and I think their
experience at conference will
help them be more prepared
for Nationals considering a lot
of the same people will be
there.”
Previously, the largest quantity of people who went to
Nationals was two; a swimmer
had never qualified. Wilker’s
qualifying made three divers,
and it was only the first day.
Thursday morning started

Sophomore Char Binstock swims the 100 yard breastroke.

Photos by Katie diiro / the advocate

Junior Lindsey Moe does an open turn in the 200 yard butterfly during the NCC championship.

off with a rush of emotions as
junior Barbie Brooks, freshman Ann Gusewelle, sophomore Lauren Baalman and
freshman Amy Roness took
their place behind the blocks
for the 200 medley relay.
The entire MSUM swim
team took their place at the
end of the lane to cheer for
them. As the event started,
the times were faster than any
in the history of the program
and the anticipation for the
final swimmer, Roness, to finish was great. As she touched
the wall, the crowd exploded
as the women finished with
a time of 1:47.80, a National
qualifying time.
Brooks said: “It was surreal.
I didn’t think that we would
qualify at the morning session. Everyone’s times were
fast and when I saw the screen
with our final time I was excited and I couldn’t hold back
my tears of joy.”
Brooks broke the 50 backstroke record that has existed
for four years. Her success and
the relays’ is a team effort.
Baalman explains: “The
entire team contributes to
any success. Without them
we would not have people to
push us at practice and meets.
The cheering, and support,
and overall faith this team has
for each other is a huge factor
in qualifying for Nationals.”
The Dragons are now sending a record seven people to
Nationals over spring break in
Buffalo; Baalman, Gusewelle,
and Roness also qualified by
time over the next three days,
so they will swim in additional events in New York.
Gusewelle finished third in
the 100 breaststroke, capturing a school record and the
highest individual finish for

MSUM at the meet.
been to qualify a relay for
Roness broke the record in nationals and I was sure we
the 50 yard freestyle and will were going to come up a little
get to swim that at Nationals. short this year.
Roness also was the first recip“Then,
during
the
ient of an award at the NCC Wednesday evening time trial
meet by any Dragon. She won of the 100 butterfly, Lauren
the Newcomer of the Year Baalman swam a lifetime best
Award for her outstanding by 2 seconds and provided the
performances in every event one missing link to our medshe swam. At the beginning of ley relay, a butterflyer who
the year, her goal was to drop could swim 50 yards in under
time from high school swim- 26 seconds.
ming, which she certainly did,
“I knew at that moment that
and then some.
we had a shot at nationals. I
Roness said, “I had more made a switch for Thursday’s
highlights at this meet than relay and put Baalman in the
I had in my
butterfly spot
On Saturday
entire swimand
moved
night we had a
ming career.”
Amy
Roness
to
swimmer in the
Most people
the freestyle leg.
top eight of every event.
That is the first time we
on the team
I told the four
did, and what have achieved that. We also
relay swimmers
a fitting way to broke every school record
of the change 45
in swimming except the
end a spectacminutes before
400 IM and its the first time
ular season for
they swam, and
we qualified swimmers to
all but seven
they never realnationals.”
of the swimly had a chance
Christina Wavrin
ming and divto get nervous.
Assitant swim coach
ing team.
“Nearly every
Freshman
time our sprintJalaigh Mathis summed it all ers hit the
water, they led
up: “The season was awe- their heat from start to finish.
some. I met so many wonder- It was impossible to not notice
ful people and became friends the big Dragon logo on our
with them. I dropped a lot of swim caps leading the way.
time like everyone else.”
“I’m most proud of the
This was the final meet for improvements achieved by
three seniors who finished off our entire team and being able
their career with lifetime best to watch our seniors go out on
swims, winning attitudes, a top. Jenna Nace swam lifetime
sore throat from cheering and bests and set school records
a whole lot of memories.
in the 100 fly and on the 400
The National meet is set Medley Relay. Crysta Johnson
to begin March 13 and end was on the school recordMarch 17.
setting 400 Medley and 200
Head coach Todd Peters and 400 Freestyle Relays and
said: “The 2007 NCC meet Cindy Dokkebakken swam
was the best meet in the 10- lifetime bests in the 100 and
year history of Dragon swim- 200 backstrokes.”
ming and the most amazing
meet of my 17-year coaching
Diiro can be reached
career. My goal has always
at katediiro@yahoo.com.

“

It’s not easier to quit smoking after college. It’s harder.
Research shows most college grads who smoke find it harder to quit after college...not easier.

For help, call (888) 354-PLAN
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For Sale

Classifieds
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2 bedroom, 1 bath bi-level condo for
sale. Close to MSUM & Concordia!
Attached garage, newer appliances,
nicely decorated. $89,700. 1219
7th st. s. Moorhead.
Call 763-755-7700

Place for Rent

1435 University Drive S • Fargo, ND 58103

Relocating March 31 to 4377 15th Ave S, Fargo
One bedroom, security, quiet, no
parties! Heat- water paid, miniblinds, ceiling fan, A/C, spotless,
certified crime/drug free housing.
No pets. References and lease
required.
(218) 346-6584 or (701)371-7435
AMBER VALLEY (behind Old Chicago in Fargo) Twinhome, 3
bdrm, 2 bath, attached double garage, Washer/Dryer,
dishwasher, no smoking or pets.
$995+utilities, Dec
through May, negotiable. 701-2988104

CLASSES STARTING
January
March

May
July

September
November
Day and Evening Courses Available

ENROLL TODAY! 701.478.1772
www.thesalonprofessionalacademy.com
COSMETOLOGY • ESTHETICS • NAILS • MASSAGE

1220 14th St N, Mhd – 4 bdrm, 1
bath, attached garage,
hardwood floors, dishwasher,
Washer/Dryer, fenced
brick patio area. $895+utilities, lease
now through
Apr/May. 701-298-8104
January- One and Two Bedroom.
Security, Heat -water paid, Quiet,
NO PARTIES, A/C, mini-blinds with
plugins. Certified Crime/Drug Free
Housing. No pets. 701-371-7435 or
218-346-6584
Immaculate house for rent.
4bd, 2ba large yard, 4season porch,
1 block from msum campus available
immediately
$1100/mo call 701-200-3068
First floor apt, 2 blks. from MSUM.
Heat paid. No Pets. MCFMHP $325
per month. (218) 233-1224 Available
Jan. 1st
Walk to MSUM! Newly remodeled, 2
bdrm apt, available Mar 1! 701-4912530.

Services
AMBER VALLEY (behind Old
ChiFeeling lost? Find clarity with
Chan-Ri, a new technique combining Reiki, Tarot and Chakra Clearing.
Special student rate $40 (regular
rate is $60). Contact Sheri (701)3670350 or sheri@astrowork.com for
more information and to schedule an
appointment.
Students enrolled at MSUM have
selected a campus with an excellent reputation for high educational
standards. As a Tri-College consortium member, MSUM students have
additional benefits by having access
to the Tri-College course exchange
program with Concordia and NDSU.
This allows students greater diversity; more schedule flexibility or the
ability to take a class that just sounds
fun. Students have this access at no
additional cost and they can register
right here on campus. For more
information contact your advisor or
check it out on the website at

What did one plate say to the
other plate?
Lunch is on me

When I’m at the bar I like to smack myself in the face a few times with a good claw hammer. So what? Who am I hurting? Or the other
day I was walking along with Joe and he pulled out a shiny ball-peen model. Man, we just went to town with that baby. But what of it? I don’t
plan on being one of those life-long hammerers. I’ll just quit after I graduate by tapering off with some of those small rubber mallets.

class, from front
Grineski
also
brings
the students to campus for
Wednesday morning radio
shows on KMSC, as well as
his Friday social foundations
of education class to work on
history projects with his college-aged students.
“Most of my students,
and a lot of the Moorhead
community, don’t know too
much about the school or the
kids,” Grineski said. “Or they
don’t think too much of it
even though they don’t know
them.”
The ultimate goal of this
center, part of the Moorhead
School District, is dropout
prevention, said Deb Pender,
RRALC director.
“The biggest common
denominator here that I see is
poverty,” she said. “Mobility
rate is unbelievable. We have,
probably, very few kids that
stay with us more than one
semester.”
Grineski said the fall semester class had about 15 to 20

Back Page

kids, how many it’s supposed to. He, at the time, had
no MSUM students helping
him, and now there are fewer
RRALC students.
“It was just Brad and I, and
this semester I worked it out
to get the hands,” he said. “But
alternative education seems to
be that way. It’s never what
you expect it to be.”
The students, when they
come, sell ads for their projects, or write or deliver their
newspapers.
“There is a sort of rush, but
pretty much laid back,” said
Monica Upton, 16, who is supposed to be a junior but is a
year behind due to skipping
in ninth grade. “We get a lot
of help with the (MSUM) students that come.”
In Moorhead High School,
Pender said: “They come in
with an assumption that kids
are ready and able to learn.
Well, we don’t necessarily
have that assumption. There
might have been something
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going on the night before.”
Pender said the school
newspaper has promoted
good feelings, allowing students who may feel marginalized to write something where
they see it published and feel
good about it.
“Anything we can do to
build a sense of pride or a
sense of belonging is really
important,” she said.
“For a lot of (the students),
they don’t know anybody that
has anything to do with college,” Grineski said. “So, just
being there they have some
connection that, ‘Maybe I can
do this.’”
Stevens, who has been going
to the center for two years,
has seven sisters, five brothers
and moved to Moorhead from
Georgia at the end of 2005.
The newspaper is a chance
for her to show off any writing
she wants, including poems.

angela schneider / the advocate

Morris can be reached
at morrisle@mnstate.edu.

MSUM students Jennifer Maahs, lower right, and Andrea Weiss, upper right, help high school senior John Greene on a graffiti project.

Looking for a Campus Leadership opportunity?

Become a Dragon Ambassador!
• Dragon Ambassadors are representatives for the Office of the President,
Admissions Office, and the MSUM Alumni Foundation
• Dragon Ambassadors represent the MSUM student body at banquets
and receptions, assist at Preview MSUM and campus visit days along
with other campus and community events.

Apply Today!

• Applications available at the compass, admissions office, and at
www.mnstate.edu/ambassadors
• Applications are due in admissions office by
Thursday March 8th 4:00 pm

improv, from page 8
“You learn a lot from
Thursday practices,” Michaels
said. “It’s a growing experience for us as much as anyone else. Sometimes we have
shows when we’re like, ‘Oh,
that didn’t go so hot, but we
learned.’ And we do better
next time. We’re still blossoming.”
Rapp attributes some of the
Bearded Men’s recent success
to their way of promoting the
shows.
“I think it’s our advertising tactics,” he said. “We have
had flyers, used Facebook,
hung posters and sometimes
we have people just walking
around campus with handouts, spreading the word about
an upcoming show. People
seem to really respond. Either
with smiles, or punches.”
Pitner is also pleased with
the recent progress of the
short-lived group, and hoping
to see the size of their audiences increase with each show.
“You know, our shows are
only two bucks, which is a
great price for the quality
entertainment they’re receiving.”
Whether excited to practice
some of their own skills or just
prefer to sit back and watch,
students and staff are invited
to come to the Greenroom, in
the Center for Arts, at 10:30
p.m. Thursdays to hang out
with the cast during their
weekly workshop and learn
some new improv skills.
“It’s a passing on of Bearded
knowledge to anyone who’s
interested in improv-ing,”
Molony said. “It’s definitely a
good time.”
The crew looks forward to
meeting all who stop by. They
won’t bite—unless it’s guaranteed to earn a laugh.

For more information contact Mark Proulx in Admissions at
477.2162 or email at proulxma@mnstate.edu

Minnesota State University Moorhead is an equal opportunity educator and employer and is a member of Minnesota State Colleges and Universities system. This information will be made available in alternate format, such as Braille, large print or audio cassette tape upon request by contacting Disability Services at 218.477.5859 (voice) or 1.800.627.3529 (MRS/TTY).

Taborsky can be reached
at ash_tabby@hotmail.com.

